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What am I going to learn?

• How DevOps and cloud-native trends are affecting security practices

• What observability is and how we can leverage observability data for

application security and risk prioritization

• How runtime application security reduces vulnerability blindspots, even 

in production

• How to track and speed up the remediation of vulnerabilities 

• How to increase DevSecOps collaboration
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Every business is undergoing a digital transformation

F I N A N C EH E A LT H C A R ET R A V E LM A N U F A C T U R I N GG O V E R N M E N TR E TA I L

DevOps practices and cloud native platforms enable releasing software at remarkable speeds
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Securing cloud-native applications has never been harder

CISOs worried about application 
vulnerabilities leak into production

CISOs that say dev does not have 
time to scan and fix vulnerabilities

Average number of days to fix a 
high-risk application vulnerability

Open-source vulnerabilities in 
average Java application
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Cloud applications face evolving runtime security threats

• Security and Development 

teams lack collaboration, with 

practices and tooling

• Unreliable prioritization using 

different datasets that lack 

runtime context

Dev, Sec, Ops in silos

• Traditional security tools not 

designed for cloud-native 

applications 

• Teams take hours/days to 

identify where they are 

vulnerable, leaving application 

exposed

Tools not up to task

• New code vulnerabilities 

constantly being discovered and 

exploited

• Critical OSS and custom code 

vulnerabilities frequently escape 

into production

Constant new threats
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Security needs to span the entire SDLC
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What if…

• We had something already deeply monitoring our applications

• That had code level visibility and could see the loaded libraries 

• That could trace transactions and knew the topology of our 

environment

• That runs with low overhead, continuously, across all 

environments, including production

• And could leverage an AI engine to make sense of that data
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Observability and Security Converge
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Supported technologies

600+

Software Intelligence Platform

Dynatrace HubInfrastructure 
Monitoring

Applications & 
Microservices

Application Security Cloud AutomationBusiness AnalyticsDigital Experience

PurePath®OneAgent® Smartscape® Grail™ Davis® AI

Traces Metrics Logs
+

Topology Behaviour Code Metadata Network
+

keptnAPI OpenTelemetry

API
programmability

Custom
solutions

Ecosystem
integrations

Closed-loop 
remediation

Quality gate, service 
level and delivery

DevOps, SRE
lifecycle

Real-time business 
insights

Impact and
conversion

BizDevOps
integration and 

automation

Visual session
replay

Mobile, web browser
and API

Feature adoption 
analysis

Hybrid cloud 
distributed tracing

Automatic code-level 
root-cause and 

profiling

Front- & back-end 
availability and 

performance

Automatic enterprise-
grade observability

Log and event 
management

Hybrid cloud and 
Kubernetes analytics

Risk-based 
remediation

Vulnerability runtime 
analytics

Attack blocking and 
protection

Tanzu Hybrid cloudKubernetes OpenShift AWS Azure GCP Enterprise

Cloud done right.
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Supported technologies

600+

Software Intelligence Platform

Dynatrace HubInfrastructure 
Monitoring

Applications & 
Microservices

Application Security Cloud AutomationBusiness AnalyticsDigital Experience

PurePath®OneAgent® Smartscape® Grail™ Davis® AI

Traces Metrics Logs
+

Topology Behaviour Code Metadata Network
+

keptnAPI OpenTelemetry

Risk-based 
remediation

Vulnerability runtime 
analytics

Attack blocking and 
protection

Tanzu Hybrid cloudKubernetes OpenShift AWS Azure GCP Enterprise

Cloud done right.

ü Automatically detect vulnerabilities in any of your production apps

ü Automatically prioritize biggest risks and identify remediation actions

ü Automated developer workflow to mitigate affected apps
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Dev Staging Prod

static staticruntime runtime runtime context

Dynatrace Application Security — Automated visibility across the SDLC 
Continually Observing – Not Scanning
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Dynatrace identified Log4Shell in production apps minutes after it became known

Dec 10, 00:40am*

Vulnerability listed 
on GitHub

Dec 10, 10:15am

Vulnerability listed 
on NVD

Dec 10, 10:45am

Vulnerability listed 
on Snyk

Dec 10, 10:50am

AppSec vulnerability
catalog updated

Dec 10, 11:05am

First vulnerabilities detected and 
shown with Davis Security Score

Live feed Assessment

*All times in UTC



“We take a layered, defense-in-depth approach to security, and 

Dynatrace is one of the solutions we use because it identifies 

vulnerabilities fast for monitored applications across our clouds. 

As an example, with the Log4shell vulnerability, its platform 

delivered and instantly identified exactly where we were 

affected, prioritized the systems and runtime environments that 

required immediate attention, and kept us from wasting time in 

war rooms and chasing false positives.”

David Catanoso
Acting Director of Infrastructure 
Operations
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Automatically detect vulnerabilities across your environment
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Leverage topology for automatic risk prioritization
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Leverage topology for automatic risk prioritization
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Remediation Tips and Automatic Remediation Tracking
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Remediation Tips and Automatic Remediation Tracking
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Remediation Tips and Automatic Remediation Tracking
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Detect and block attacks in real-time

Proactively remediate through integrations

Prioritize remediation with DAVIS AI

Identify vulnerabilities in production 

Effortlessly detect, prioritize, and protect against app vulnerabilities

Dynatrace secures applications at run time, filing a critical visibility gap and enabling DevSecOps to 

scale as complexity grows
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Takeaways

• Get visibility into production app runtime vulnerabilities

• Empower your Dev teams with risk prioritization so they know 

what’s important

• Leverage observability data for risk assessment

• Provide developers with remediation tips

• Integrate app security in every step of your pipeline

• Catch early and often

• Know exactly what and where in production
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Thank you


